Abstract
Introduction
Developing applications and systems software for mobile computing is a challenging task, because available resources such as processing power, memory, and battery energy are limited. To warrant a reasonable time of operation, software -applications and operating system -should collaborate to make the most efficient use of hardware resources. When wireless communication is required, the task becomes even more complicated, because of varying cxternal conditions that influence the quality of the wireless transmission (i.e., effective bit rate). Changes can result from a number of different sources:
the location and speed of a mobile user determine the transmission errors caused by multi-path fading, intcrference, etc. interactive applications, like web browsing, typically generate bursty data trdfic over the wireless link. the number of users in a ccll and their activity directly influence the available bit rate in a best effort network. The combined effect of all these fluctuations is that changes in performance and demands of the wirelcss link can be 0-7695-0816-2/00 $10.00 0 2000 IEEE quitc large and quite sudden. This calls for adaptive systems that continuously reconsider their behavior.
The most scarce resource in a mobile terminal is battery energy. Consequently, adaptive components always consider their alternatives with respect to the power they dissipate. When multiple resources are involved, interesting trade-offs can be made. For example, it might be possible to off-load tasks to the backbone network at the expense of increasing the traffic over the wireless link. More specifically, when streaming video from a server in the internet to a mobile client, a trade-off can be made between compression and communication. If the video stream is compressed heavily, then a few kbps will be transmitted over the wireless link, but significant processing power is required for decoding. If, on the other hand, the video is transmitted directly, a lot of energy is consumed by the wireless radio receiving the uncompressed data stream. The optimal solution depends on the power dissipation of the radio and processor under various workloads induced by different compression factors. The best strategy cannot be determined when establishing the video stream, since the performance of the radio changes over time, influencing the trade-offs involved.
In general, adaptive systems must make a trade-off between the Quality of Service (QoS) they offer and the resources (Cost) they use. Since adaptive systems are structured hierarchically, just as any other complex system, additional effort is required to coordinate the (independent) decisions at different layers. Adjacent layers, which we will refer to as client (upper) and server (lower), need an interface to exchange knowledge. At the minimum, a client must know the current performance offered by the server below, so it can adapt accordingly. For making trade-offs involving alternative solutions, as with the video streaming example above, servers must in addition offer a range of QoS/Cost alternatives. This leads to a system where adjacent layers, each having multiple alternatives, must negotiate about the best overall combination. This paper outlines a generic approach, named Adaptive Resource Contracts (ARC), that structures such negotiations.
Related work
Quality of Service has been addressed by a large number of researchers. This section focuscs on thc negotiation aspects, and reviews various approachcs dcscribcd in litcrature; a general survey of QoS architccturcs is prescnted in [ 1 11 . Thc simplest negotiation schcme is call admission, whcrc at thc time of cstablishing a connection the application specifies its requirements; the network layer tries to allocate thc ncccssary resourccs on the route to the final dcslination and reports success or failure. For examplc, thc ATM standard specifies how service requirements must be formulated; at call setup a client selects a traffic class (e.g., Constant Bit Rate), and supplies a number of parameters. Call admission does not support negotiations during a call, so applications are tempted to allocate enough throughput to accommodatc thcir most dcmanding mode of operation. This worst-case allocation behavior locks up network resources that could be used by others most of the time.
With the rise of multi-media applications (e.g., vidco conferencing) less rigid QoS policies have been developed to support applications that can dynamically scale their demands (e.g., reduce the frame rate). The typical approach is to havc thc application spccify its capabilities through Denejlr filnctions [5] , also known as utili9 functions [3] . A benefit function relates the network performance (i.e., bit-rate) to thc quality that thc application can realizc with it. This information allows graccful handling of network congcstion. Whcnevcr thc total traffic cxceeds the network capacity, a decision can be made which clicnt should adapt, and to what level, while maintaining the highcst ovcrall quality. Instead of optimizing for overall quality, other policies may be implemented in the network layer [3, 91.
Although benefit functions allow for a rathcr flcxiblc use of resources, the disadvantagc is that knowledge propagates downwards in the hierarchy. Consequently, decisions must be taken at the lowest level where all knowlcdgc accumulatcs. Taking decisions at a centralized point becomcs too complex for large systems involving many different resources. It is impractical to combine expcrt knowlcdgc of all resources involved and still makc effcctivc trade-offs, for cxamplc, bctwccn processing and communication. A better approach is to let QoS information (i.e., fcedback) flow upwards. Dccisions can then be inade at thc "right" lcvcl. Anothcr advantagc is that the bottom-up approach cffcctivcly filters most or the QoS changes at thc lowcr laycrs rcducing thc numbcr of adaptation dccisions a1 the upper layers; only large QoS changcs propagate to the top and incur handling costs at each layer.
Whcn a scrvcr is capable of providing pcrformance fccdback, a simplc fccdback loop can he used to control the adaptations in the client on top. This approach is takcn by thc SWiFT [6] and AQUA [SI projects, which provide gcneric support to control proccssing and nctwork resources. Feedback loops work well if the service can be characterized with one parameter and fluctuations are relatively small. Both assumptions do not hold for wireless communication systcms, resulting in ad-hoc control structures. For example, Bodic et al. map generic QoS requcsts to predefined bearer classes, and dynamically rcconsider this mapping to adapt to changes in the wireless link [4] . The set of bearer classes is kept small so that coarse decisions (i.c., remapping) can be taken by a single adaptation component. The UNIQUE project takes a more structured approach and uses a hierarchy of monitor and control components to adapt process, data, and network scheduling [l] . Thc feedback, however, is implicit through buffer under and overflow signalling, which makes reasoning about alternatives difficult.
The work by Bhatti and Knight [2] on adaptive internet applications is very interesting, because it provides performance feedback in terms of application specific parameters. Thc application specifies its own so-called QoSSpace defined as an orthogonal combination of parameters. The parameters are selected such that cach mode the application may operate in, can conveniently bc described as a subspacc (c.g., a cube in a 3-D parameter space). Thc network performance fcedback is then mapped into the QoSSpace signalling how well each sub-spacc can be served under currcnt conditions. Since the feedback is in applicationspecific terms, adapting lo changes amounts to selecting thc mode associated with the best sub-spacc. Unfortunately, the QoSSpace approach cannot be used in thc area of mobile computing since costs (i.e., power) arc not addressed. Supporting cost aware systems rcquires a different control structure as will be shown in the next section.
Multi-level optimizations
Layers in a hierarchically structured system that opcrates in a resource-scarce environmcnt must he prepared to share knowledge about their alternative modcs of opcration so cost-effective decisions can be made. In contrast to traditional approaches it is important that both layers, referred to as client and server, expose their modcs of operation. The server should not quote only the best performance it can offer, but list a range of alternatives and thcir associated costs instead. The client should makc its diffcrent modes of operation explicit by stating the different possible workloads and their associated qualities. When both sources of information (i.c., operation spaces) are available an optimization can bc carricd out to select the best combination of client and server mode. The resulting contract is used to control thc operation mode of client and server. requisite is that client and server use a common language; the client's workload and server's performance must be described by the same parameter tuple. For example, when the server is a wireless link obvious parameters are throughput, error rate, and energy consumption. Additional parameters can he introduced to yield more detailed descriptions, but the gain must he put off against the increased complexity.
Usually a small number of parameters ( 5 5 ) is sufficient to capture the dominating factors. To avoid confusion we will refer to the common parameters as resource parameters.
Exposing an operation space amounts to translating the internal modes of operation into the relevant resource parameters. The translation, denoted by T, usually requires some processing to determine the effects of switching an internal parameter from one mode to another. For example, changing the quantization factor in the video encoder will change the throughput (and distortion) of the compressed stream, hut there is no simple relation between quantization factor and throughput. When changes in internal paramctcr settings result in rather large and discrete steps in the resource parameter space, exposing the operation space by means of an expression is not an option. In such cases we simply tabulate the operation space, where each entry is a parameter tuple. To master the complexity the number of entries in the exposed operation spacc (it., the length of the table) should he limited, which may require pruning and sub sampling of the internal options.
The task of the optimizer is to take the client's operation space (i.e., different workloads) and match it with the server's operation space (i.e., performance levels) and select the hest combination. What is considered the hest choice is dependent on the system at hand. Typical quality measures from the mobile computing domain are energy consumption, throughput, and CPU cycles. The optimization criteria may even change over time, for example, the importance of energy consumption may he related to the available amount of battery energy; full or nearly empty batteries are different situations requiring differcut trade-offs.
It is instructive to see how the various approaches discussed in the related work section tit into the operationspace optimization scheme of Figure I . They can be classified according to who (client, server, or both) is exposing its operation space and where (in the client or server) the optimizer is located. With call admission ( Figure 2 ) the client can issue just a single request and the server grants or denies it. The optimizer, located in the server, has a simple task: does the service level exceed the request from the client? If so, the request is granted, otherwise it is rejected.
Figure 2. Call admission.
In the case of benefit functions ( Figure 3 ) the client exports its operation space, so the server can dynamically control the operation mode of the client. As with call admission, the server is still offering only one performance level, but the optimizer is more complicated since it may dynamically switch lhe client's mode of operation to adapt to changes. Finally, consider the case where the server provides performance feedback to the client (Figure 4 ). The optimizer is now located with the client who uses the current service lcvel to determine the bcst possible mode.
At first glance, it appears that both the benefit functions and the performance feedback approach can he upgraded to full multi-level optimizations by simply modifying the server to expose its internal operation space instead of only providing its best-effort mode. Unfortunately, it is not that simple, because of the following two reasons:
1. The purposc of multi-level optimizations is to make cost-based trade-offs, which often involve multiple resources (e.g., radio vs. CPU). This rules out benefit functions, since adding resources would result in a situation whcrc the client specifics its alternatives to multiple independent servers, each wanting to control the client's mode of operation. This clcarly docs not work, unlcss the different scrvcrs arc redesigned to collaborate and make a joint decision. Pcrformance Icedback has little difficulty in handling multiple rcsources, sincc a singlc optimizer (part of the client) allows for straightforward combining of the services involvcd. For each client mode the costs of the individual services required are accumulated; the mode with thc lowest overall costs is selected.
2. Systems arc frcqucntly structured in a hierarchy of morc than two laycrs. This rcquires a more coniplicatcd control structure than supported by thc two-levcl perforniancc fccdback approach: a middlc Iaycr must act both as a client (requiring service from rcsources at the layer below) and as a scrvcr (offcring services to thc layer above). This changcs the role of the optimizer significantly. Instead of sclecting the best mode from the scrver below, it must providc a range of alternatives to the client abovc. The final decision about what alternative to use is now takcn at layers higher up in thc hicrarchy.
The effects of applying multi-level optimizations in a hierarchical context are shown in Figure 5 . The optimizer composes a range of altcrnatives (wk) out of the two operation spaces (i.c., tablcs u g -1 and yk). In effect, each alternativc rcflccts the added value of the client to the basic service and includes all (server+client) costs. To prevent state explosion the optimizer may not simply includc all possible combinations, (uk-1 x yk), but must filter out irrelevant entries. There is a risk of filtcring too much, cspccially since there is no (direct) information about what the upper laycr optimizers are after, but preliminary experience shows that cvcn simple thresholding rarely misses opportunities (see Section 5).
After filtering the relevant contracts, the optimizer passes the resulting set on to the client. The client uses this set to cxposc its opcration space to the next level up. When thc client is at the top of a (sub) hicrarchy, the sct is uscd to effectuate a contract. A client is at the top of a sub hierarchy if all contracts at its scrver intcrfacc arc settled. A given contract at the server-side interface matches an entry in the server-side operation-space exposurc u k , which in turn was constructed upon a singlc entry from the range of possiblc contracts t u g at the clicnt-side intcrface. The server-side contract (indirectly) dctermincs thc clicnt-side contract.
Operation-spacc cxposurcs propagate up the hierarchy, whereas contract establishments propagate down the hicrarchy. The cxposurcs and contracts arc spccified in rcsourcc parameters, which may bc different from thc internal parameters used inside a layer. The convcrsion is taken care of by transformations Ts and Tc shown in 
Adaptive resource contracts
Within the Ubiquitous Communications (Ubicom) program at Delft University of Technology [7] we have developed a generic approach for adaptive systems to be used in resource-scarce environments. The driving target of Ubicom is a wearable augmented-rcality terminal with a wircless connection to information and services on the backbone network. The experimental mobile Ubicom platform, currently under construction, is structured as a hierarchical system; each layer is designed to be capable of adapting to changes in the environment (transmission quality, application load, etc.) by selecting from a set of possible modes of operation. Layers interact through a generic concept, named Adaptivc Resource Contracts (ARC), based on the multi-level optimization discussed abovc.
As the name suggests, the basic unit of interaction between two layers is the contract specifying the mutual agreements to which both client and server are committed. In a wireless environment no hard guarantees can be given, so contracts can and will be violated, but this must be done by explicitly signalling the other layer involved in the contract. A contract consists of a set of constraints on the resource parameters, which characterizes the performance of the lower layer (server) and the induccd workload of the upper layer (client). Each constraint is a pair of values specifying thc allowed range of operation for the associated resource parameter. It is important that a range is specified, not a single point, so the server has room to adapt without involving the client. Sinall changes will be handled locally; large changes (violating a contract) will propagate to the next layer.
An erficient implcmentation of the hierarchical optimization ( Figure 5) 
Rccall that contract establishment propagatcs down the hicrarchy. From thc client's point of view, thereforc, it is efficient to be able to control the volumc and rangc of alternative contracts wk generated by the optimizer (and depending on u k -1 ) . We can focus the generation of alternatives by constraining the resourcc parameters; these constraints can be specified by partially filling a contract. A top-level client can specify such a target set of partial contracts (wk). Given v, a hierarchical component generates a set of partial contracts (wk-1) of its own, which when acknowledged (wk N we-1) yields an operation-space exposure u e closcly resembling wk. In the ideal ease, u k resembles wk and the optimizer reduces to idcntity. A bottom level scrvcr can directly generate an operation-space exposure u k -1 closely matching the requested (partial) vk-1. Obviously, locating the optimizer in the client allows for the necessary volume control of the operation-space exposures. In addition the optimizer can take advantage of the work performed to handle thc partial contracts. We refer to thcse partial contracts as requests.
Although an individual contract captures commitments betwcen two layers only, the process of drawing up contracts involves a complete hierarchy. It is a three-sweep ncgotiation process: 1. The topmost layer ( L T ) initiates a request sweep by asking an offer from the layer below (&-I) about the currcnt set of cos(/quality levels that it supports. To focus the inquiry, the request may contain restrictions on the ranges of the resource parameters. Layer L T -~ interprets the request, considers its options, and passes a new request down to layer L T -~ to collect the information needed to answer the original request from above. This reformulation of requests continues downwards.
At the bottom level ( L O )
the server has all basic information available and is able to respond directly to , .
can reply with an offer. In general requcsts (and offers)
propagating down (up) thc hicrarchy follow a DAG pattern.
The more specific the request, the smaller the set of options for the layers below. Nevertheless, even a detailed request may gcncrate large numbers of alternatives. Therefore, a request will he accompanied by a number ( N ) stating that the client is interested in a offer containing at most N alternatives. When the server can offer more alternatives than rcquested, it must select the N most applicable ones. Different criteria may be used for pruning the intermediate results, hut sincc the server is not fully aware of the client's objectives it probably is wise to return a large spread by some form of sub sampling. The client can get more detail by rephrasing the request, for example, by narrowing the ranges around one or more promising alternatives.
In adaptive systems like Ubicom the (external) conditions vary, so contracts frequently have to he rencgotiated. Fortunately, it is not always needed to rcnegotiate each and every contract throughout the entire hierarchy. Minor changes can usually he handled inside a layer by adapting its operation mode. Moderate changes require mode adjustments in a few layers, which are cstablished by applying the three-sweep process to a sub hierarchy. Only significant changes affect the entirc hierarchy. Thus, it depends on the magnitudc of the changes how many layers participatc in the renegotiation process. 
Ubicom case study
thc request. It replies with an ?fer listing all currcnt cosVperformancc levels that fulfill the requirements stated in the rcquest. This is the start of the second sweep, since the offer by LO is used by laycr L1 to construct its offer to laycr L2 abovc, etc. 3. Finally, when the oflcrs reach the topmost Icvel, a decision is madc which option is best. This is laid down in thc contract between layers LT and L T -~, Now layer knows what it must do, and draws up thc contract with layer Ly,_z, etc. until finally the contract betwccn layers L , and Lo is established. Figurc 6 shows the gcncric ARC interface. In comparison to Figurc 5, the optimizer is now part of the hierarchical layer-k component so that it can opcrate directly on the internal paramctcr spacc. Thc translations hetwccn intcrnal and resourcc paraincters (Ts and Tc) are rcduced to thin client and servcr-interfacc wrappers. Another differencc to Figure 5 is that additional information (rcquest sct w k ) is providcd to the server as to direct the search.
Note that at each layer multiplc resourccs may bc active. For example, at thc bottom layer of the Ubicom hicrarchy we distinguish the radio and CPU as two diffcrent resources.
Thcrcfore, when laycr L1 (channcl encoding) rcccivcs a rcqucst it must query both the radio and CPU bcfore it This section prcsents a case study from the Ubicom project, which involves a high-level model of a typical Ubicom application. The model is hierarchical with ARC interfaces between components. In line with the ARC conccpts the model implements distributed control and local adaptations. The aim of our case study is to analyze ARC in a relevant setting. We address the issue of having a consistent concept for modeling system components. We study thc effects or applying local optimization and adaptation routines with rcspect to overall system performancc. Finally, we monitor the volumc and density of respcctive opcration-spacc exposures, which should he small for ARC to he effcctivc.
The Ubicom casc models a view point sharing application that offcrs mobilc users thc opportunity to look ovcr the shoulder of othcr uscrs walking around on the campus. We assume that users arc interested in controlling power dissipation and video quality, on a per video stream basis. For example, one may choose to watch high quality video Cor a short while or poor quality video for a longcr timc. Power is considered the dominating factor in our system and is part of each ARC interface.
Thc case includes four layers (from top to bottom): the video broker, sowce coder, channel coder, and tmnsceiver.
All layers require processing and induce a workload on the CPU being part of the mohilc user's terminal. According to Figure 6 cach layer in the application model has a clicnt and a server-side interface. We have consistently modeled each layer with internal parameters, qh, a clicnt-side workload generating function, yk = g k ( q k ) , and a pcrformance indication function, u h = fk(qk,gT1(wh)). To keep the modcl manageable, we have limited thc number of resource parameters on the ARC interfaces to three; likewise thc number of internal paramcters controlling the mode of operation of each layer is also limited. Note that in practical systems, designers can use as many parameters as needed, but the number should be small to limit complexity. Sclecting which parameters to include is a difficult task, but the overall component-structure usually guides the selection of functionality and associated parameters at each interface. Despite the simplifications in the Ubicom case the total set of options is large. Clients therefore use requests to control the volume and density of the operation-spacc exposures.
Finally, the optimization routine in each layer discards irrelevant entries by considering the ratio of powcr versus some local notion of quality.
Concise system description
The system configuration with its ARC and internal parameters is outlined in Figure 7 . To avoid clutlcr, the CPU and its interfaces to the four layered componcnts are not shown. The energy consumed by the CPU, however, is accounted for in the powcr parameter exposed at each ARC interface. The plots at the left-hand side represent operation-space exposures of the corrcsponding components. The plots on the right-hand side present details of the fk() and gk() mappings. Since our goal is to experiment and analyze thc ARC interface system we will be bricf on the details of the applied models and parameter choices.
Transceiver. The transceiver makes an optimal choice for the number of sub carriers (N), a modulation scheme M , and the transmitted power (Eb/No). Since the transceiver is at the bottom layer, it estimates the noise level ( N o ) of the physical channel and the distance (d) to the mobile station. At its server-side the transceiver exposes throughput, error probability (P,), and power.
The plot on the right-hand side in Figure 7 shows the resulting error probability with a trade-off between using more transmit power or increased processing power (selecting N and M ) . The generating function is givcn by
where Erfc() is the complementary error function.
Givcn (No, d) and an cstimate ofthc generated workload on thc CPU, optimal choices can be made for the transmit power (EhIN,), the numbcr of sub carriers, and thc modulation scheme. The resulting opcration-space exposure is on the left-hand side in Figure 7 .
Channel coder. The channel coder applies (n, k ) forward crror coding; it sends k sourcc bits in packets of size n. The server-side exposure of the channcl coder is in terms of throughput, bit error rate (BER), and power. We apply a simple pcrformance estimate of the so-called sphere packing bound. This is a theoretical best performancc coding technique, to trade-off throughput and BER. The plot on the right-hand side demonstrates that for different (channel) error probabilities increasing the number of source bits ( k ) yields a decrease of the resulting error rate (BER). The operation-space exposure is on the left-hand side. A tradeof[ between applying a heavier coding scheme and requesting a better channel is included in the optimization function.
Source coder. The source coder applies a progressive coding tcchniqne; the more bits transferred corrcctly, the more variancc is transmitted and, hence, the less distorlion is observed. The internal parameters to optimize for are the encoded block length ( L ) , the source characterization (M), and the (fixed) imagc resolution [12] . The source coder exposes distortion, framc rale, and power as performance metrics at its server-side operation space. A normalized graphical representation is on the right-hand side in Figure 7 . Typical values for M are: 2-16 for static still images, ZF for natural images, for a vidco stream, and 1 for the notorious MTV video clip.
Finally, the broker sets a (fixed) maximum frame rate and exposes quality and power metrics to the user, who is at the top of thc hierarchy. We assume a simple model where we consider a high framc-rate and low distortion the best possible quality, low frame-rate and high distortion arc considered to be of poor quality. Intcrmediate values are linearly mapped, thus a low frame rate and low distortion sequence has the same quality as a high frame-rate, high distorlion scqucnce.
The requests for the broker are rangcs for quality and power dissipation. Thc resulting operation-space exposure is plotted in the top left corncr oCFigurc 7. M Broker.
Analysis
The result of layering the internal models and their operation-space exposures is that the user is presented with a concise view of thc tradc-offs for the complete Ubicom application. The ARC operation-space exposure of the broker, the top left-hand plot in Figure 7 , givcs the user thc opportunity to trade-off power vs. quality. Each point in the plot corresponds to a chain of contracts and internal parameter settings throughout the systcm. For example, when the user chooscs the contract with thc lowest power/quality ratio, the subsequent contract-establishment sweep bypasses the channel coder (n = k ) and sets the transccivcr to operate with just a few subcarriers (N = 32). Choosing thc highest quality, on the other hand, yields a channel codcr with a low rcsulting bit error rate (BER = and a transceiver operating with many sub carricrs (N = 256). This shows that a laycrcd system with local optimizations is capable of supporting a wide range of control settings.
The ARC framework is quite cfficient in that the total number of offered contracts throughout the system is just about 60 in this particular case study. To determine the quality of the top-lcvel contracts we compared them with all possible offers that result from a straightforward enumeration ovcr all internal component parameters. With 7 adjustable internal parameters and a moderate 6 dirferent values per parameter this yields a global operation spacc of 67 N 300,000 points. Figure 8 is a copy of the broker's operation space (top left-hand plot in Figure 7 ) augmented with the points from the global operation space. (For readability only one out of eight points is plotted). The plot shows that ARC does a good job: the vast majority of points in the global operation space denote unattractive scttings that offer lowcr quality and/or dissipate more power than the alternatives provided by ARC. (Most points are locatcd above and/or to the left of the ARC curve.) Thc plot also shows that ARC is not perfect and misses a few operation points with a better price/performance ratio. (Some points are located to the right and/or below thc ARC curve.) This is a consequence of the huge -three orders of magnitude -reduction in the number of operational points comtnunicated (60 vs. 300,000). Morc global optima can be identified by lowering the thresholds in the various optimizers, at the expense of increasing the number of contracts communicated across the ARC interfaces. It is thc dcsigner's task to strike the right balance between accuracy and overhcad.
Open issues
The expericncc with working out the Ubicoin case study, which involvcd many discussions with our colleagues about specific components, showed that the ARC approach has an edge in designing hierarchical systems operating in resource-scarcc cnvironmcnts. The ARC concept, however, is by no means finished; some open issues must still be addressed before ARC can be seamlessly applied in a working Ubicom prototype. We will now list thc most important issues, and our initial views about how to approach them. Policing. ARC assumes that all layers and components cooperate lo achieve a common goal; there is no policing entity checking whether or not contracts are obeycd. An illbehaving component, which consumes too much or delivers too little, will degrade system performance. Therefore, some form of policing behavior is needed, if only to catch errors in cooperative components.
ARC does not specify what policy to usc when a resource becomes overloaded. Should thc server renegotiate with all clients that established a contract? If not then some spccific contract must be selected for renegotiation, but which one: the last established contract, the biggest contract? For now, servers in an ARC context will have to establish an ad-hoc overload policy.
Incompatible modes. Servers often support multiple clients. A problem occurs when a scrvcr has some internal parameters that can only be switched on a per resource basis, not per client. For example, a transceiver may offer multiple modulation schcmes, but only support one at a time. When offering all modes, two independent clients may indirectly sclcct two different modulation schemes forcing the server to dcny one contract. Simply denying thc last contract leads to a static situation where the first client determines the modulation scheme during its lifetime.
Parameter values in a contract arc predicted averages with limited lifetime, for example, throughput of the wirclcss link for the coming second. From a system point of view it is important that both layers know the approximate lifetime of parameters. This way they can select an optimum mode of operation with respect to stability and agility of the entire system. Usually parameter lifetimes are fixed at design time. When lifetimes of parameter values are long, however, contracts may be violated occasionally. Not every violation will jeopardize the overall stability, therefore it may be beneficial to control the deviations from the contract using second order statistics (how much, how long) at run time. One solution is to use an achievement factor that specifies the fraction of time the service must be within the negotiated ranges [4] .
Resource overloading.
Time.
Overhead. Applying ARC induces some overheads.
In particular, request processing and operation-space optimization may be expensive when applicd frequently (i.e., in lower layers). Reducing the frequency is not always an option since that affects the agility of the system. An alternative approach is to sacrifice generality and only allow for certain specific types of requests; bearer classes are an extreme case where all ranges are predefined.
Conclusions
Mobile systems operate in a resource-scarce environment and must adapt to changes in external conditions; all layers must make cost-based decisions about what mode of operation to use in response to performance information provided by neighboring layers. Since battery energy is the limiting factor, layers must coordinate their actions to deliver the best available quality for a given cost. Orten trade-offs between multiple resources (e.g., CPU and radio) must be made requiring quality/cost information for various workloads. Traditional QoS negotiation mechanisms only provide best-effort information. Therefore we have designed a framework, named Adaptive Resource Contracts (ARC), that provides a generic concept for exchanging ranges of quality/cost settings.
With ARC QoS negotiations between two layers in a hierarchy (client and server) occur in three sweeps: 1) the client issues a request about the alternatives in a specific part of the parameter space, 2) the server responds with an offer listing all its options, and 3) the client determines the best combination of client and server mode and issues a contract. The contract consists of a set of ranges specifying within what region the scrvcr may operate. This provides the server some room to adapt to small changes in the environment. Large changes will cause the server to violate the contract, which will be reported back to the client, so it can take appropriate action and renegotiate a new contract.
We dcmonstrated the use of ARC by giving a small case study taken from the Ubicom project. The view point sharing application controls the quality and cost of transmitting camera images from one mobile user to the other, and consists of four layers with ARC intcrfaces. The study shows a consistent modeling of components with local optimization and adaptation routincs. The overall performance of thc system with ARC approachcs the global optimum. ARC is also communication efficient: state explosions can be prcvented using simple threshold optimization routines. From a system-design perspective a major advantage of ARC is that expert knowledge is captured in individual components. To gain insight into the identified open issues, such as overhead, agility, and stability, we are rewriting Ubicom software and incorporate ARC-style negotiations in the Ubicom test system.
